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D ATA A N A LY S I S A S A C ATA LY S T F O R
FA I R L E N D I N G
Data analysis starts with finding the right data sets.
When it comes to SPCP analysis, the open data sets recommended
by the CFPB are U.S. Census data and HMDA data.
• U.S. Census data: American Community Survey (1YR or 5YR)
and Current Population Survey (including ASEC). Caution
should be exercised as these data sets are based on survey
data. At Polygon Research, we do the analysis at the PUMS
level (micro data) in order to perform rigorous diagnostic
analysis of demographic and housing trends at a local level.

.
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• HMDA data: CFPB calls HMDA data the most comprehensive
publicly available data about mortgage activity. The public
disclosure is an important feature allowing all stakeholders to
analyze the mortgage activity of lenders alone, in aggregate,
or in peer groups, at a small geographic location level, like a
census tract. We model decades of HMDA data (since 2000)
to understand trends and to predict the future. For the SPCP
analysis in this document, we use the four most current years
of HMDA LAR data (2018-2021) in order to take advantage of
the additional data points made publicly available since 2018.
The analysis of these data points provides rich understanding
of the loan features and is a possible input to an SPCP design.
1

Confront bias in data analysis.
When it comes to data analysis, especially in the context of SPCP analysis,
we have to recognize and overcome the cognitive biases we all have. For
example, one of the most common cognitive bias is the confirmation bias,
the "human tendency to search for, favor, and use information that confirms
one's pre-existing views on a certain topic" (Healy, 2016).
To beat the cognitive bias in SPCP analysis, lenders must use their experts,
together with data science partners like Polygon Research, to ask the right
questions, to define the factors that will help answer the questions, and to
interpret the results in meaningful and actionable ways.
Avoid data fallacies.

.
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Data fallacies are pitfalls that people encounter when they analyze their
data for SPCP or even fair lending. Here are the two most common to
watch out for:
• Cherry picking, this is ignoring inconvenient data, suppressed
evidence, argument by half-truth, card stacking, etc. We go out of our
way to bring the entire data at the lender's fingertips with interactive
dashboards to combat cherry picking.
• False causality: Data analysis is not always "objective". Data must be
understood in context. That is why we bring all relevant open data to
the lenders, so that when they design SPCP, they can factor in all the
factors that influence fair and responsible lending - from property
location to loan features to lender underwriting practices.
2
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1: POPULATION
TRENDS

Ohio Households
Ohio Homeownership Gap
Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA:
•

MSA Homeownership Gap

•

MSA Households by Generation

•

MSA Occupied Housing by Age

•

MSA Occupied Black or African American Housing
by Age

•

Comparative Analysis of Distribution of Occupied
Housing by Age

.
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Source:
CensusVision

•

Homeownership Rate by Property Type (Units in
structure)

•

Measuring Affordability by Race in MSA

4

OHIO
DARKER COLORS INDICATE HIGHER HOUSEHOLD DENSITY

OHIO
Households grew 2.7% from
2015 to 2019. Black
Households grew 1.9%.
Hispanic Households grew
33.7% from 2015 to 2019.

.
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HOMEOWNERSHIP
GAP
Ohio ranked #34 among the 50 U.S. States for Black or African American
homeownership gap in a study performed by Homeownership Council of America
and Polygon Research.

Below is a table from this analysis by race for Ohio State

.
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CLEVELAND-ELYRIA,
OH MSA
A SIMILAR HOMEOWNERSHIP GAP

.
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This type of analysis is important to
determine if there is a problem in
lender’s market that could be
addressed through designing SPCP
that might improve access to finance
for certain demographic groups.

7

Distribution of Black Households by Generation
Cleveland-Elyria OH MSA (Black or African American Households)

This type of analysis provides insight into the
demographics of the market you want to target with
SPCP. For example, we have selected to analyze only
the distribution of Black or African American
Households in Cleveland by Generation (See below
for definition of generation).

In this case, over 54% of the households are Gen X or
younger (95,798 households). Combining this analysis
with homeownership analysis shows that the
homeownership rate of this cohort is 25.5% compared
to the MSA average of 53.6% for these three
generations. That is a similarly wide gap of 28.1
percentage points from the market average that we
saw at the state and MSA level for all generations.
A lender could use this insight to segment the market
further and quantify a target opportunity. For
example, a lender might decide to focus its marketing
outreach to this market size:
•95,798 Black Gen X, Millennial, and Gen Z
households.

.
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•Greatest Generation birth year between 1901 and 1927
•Silent Generation birth year between 1928 and 1945
•Baby Boomers birth year between 1946 and 1964
•Gen X birth year between 1965 and 1980
•Millennials birth year between 1981 and 1996
•Gen Z between 1997 and 2012

8

Number of Occupied Housing Units by Age
Cleveland-Elyria OH MSA (All Households)

.
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This type of analysis provides a laser
focus for the housing collateral (age)
which might help guide what type of
loans to be included in a SPCP
program – e.g. home improvement,
cash-out, rehabilitation, etc.

9

Number of Occupied Housing Units by Age
Cleveland-Elyria OH MSA (Black or African American Households)

This type of analysis provides a laser
focus for the housing collateral (age)
which might help guide what type of
loans to be included in a SPCP
program – e.g. home improvement,
cash-out, rehabilitation, etc.

.
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Comparative Distribution Analysis of Percent Occupied Housing Units
by Age – All vs Black Households in Cleveland-Elyria OH MSA

ALL HOUSEHOLDS

BLACK HOUSEHOLDS

About 73% of all households
in Cleveland live in
properties built 1979 or
earlier.

About 85% of Black or African
American Households live in
properties built 1979 or earlier,
higher than the MSA ratio of
about 73%.

.
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This type of analysis provides an insight into the age of property (which eventually would be used as a collateral for
mortgages, including SPCP loans). For example, in the above analysis, more Black households live in properties built
before 1979 than the MSA average. Lenders can use this insight to try to offer more products like home improvement
loans or cash-out refinance loans at better terms for Black or African American borrowers in order to help them with
maintenance or fixing of older properties which should have positive longer-term impact on the value of these
properties and communities.

11

Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA Black or African American
Households Homeownership Rate by Units in Structure
With ACS PUMS data, easily accessible in CensusVision, we go in more details of Black
homeownership by units in structure. For example, as shown in the table below, the
average homeownership rate is 36.5% but this rate varies greatly among the housing
options. About half of the Cleveland’s Black community lives in detached single-family
homes and their homeownership rate is 65.8%. Other housing options in the 1-4 units
housing segment are:
• Row houses – 21.4% Black homeownership rate
• Duplex – 18.4% Black homeownership rate
• 3-4 Units – 5.3% Black homeownership rate
• For more details – see the table below.
This type of analysis provides an
important insight into the
construction of SPCP program – the
property type as a collateral for
mortgage products in the SPCP
design.

.
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Distribution of Black or African American Households by
Neighborhood
This type of analysis provides a laser focus
for the design of SPCP program – the market
potential for lending to Black or African
American households plus coverage (e.g.
ensuring MLO or branches are conveniently
located/accessible) at a granular,
neighborhood level.

.
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Measuring Affordability in Cleveland-Elyria, OH)
Taking ACS data, calculate the rent ratio and mortgage ratio for the area. The rent ratio represents the portion of the median household income paid
for gross rent (including utilities). The mortgage ratio represents the portion of the median household income paid for gross mortgage (including
taxes and insurance). Compare the two ratios.
For example, in Cleveland, Black or African American households are paying almost 30% of their household income toward rent, about 10 percentage
points higher than their mortgage ratio, and 2.2 points higher than the average rent ratio level for the MSA. Black or African American households
who have mortgages are paying 19.95% of their income toward gross mortgage payments, 1.3 points higher than the market average mortgage
ratio.
The Black or African American Household income of both renters and owners is lower than the MSA median household income (see table below). A
lender could use this information as part of its analysis toward SPCP Determining Need, working with investors and community groups to design
LMI loan products.

This type of analysis clarifies the issue around wealth
generation through homeownership, and the importance
of mortgage as a way to achieve this goal.

.
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2: Application
Mix
•

Application Mix by Demographic
Segment

•

Application Mix by Census Tract

•

Application trends over multiple
years for Black vs All Applicants

•

Application trends over multiple
years for Bank A (example)

.
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Source:
HMDAVision
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Why do we look for data insights from
analyzing application mix?
In HMDAVision, lenders could explore 3 veins of analysis

•

Application Mix

Applications Trends

Application Loan Type Patterns

Applicant Treatment

Lender Behavior

Borrower Choice

A negative delta between

•

Analysis of applications by

•

Analysis of applications by loan

demographic groups and

demographic group over multiple

type and loan features allows

neighborhoods might be an

years to understand lenders’ behavior.

lenders to compare the choices

For example, a lender with decreasing

that their borrowers are making

demographic group or area

application volume (especially if

to the choices that other

is underserved.

market trend is going up) from one

borrowers are making at market

demographic group or an LMI

level.

•

indicator that that

neighborhood, might indicate that this

•

Perhaps a lender is missing loan

lender is not investing in updating its

features that the target borrower

marketing outreach or that its

demographic group needs.

marketing outreach isn’t effective.

.
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Carefully Choose Filters for HMDA Analysis
In HMDAVision, lenders control the filters - they can perform the analysis on all available data points, or focus on a mortgage
market segment as described by the filters below, or use other available filters to develop their own specific market segment..

UNITS

OCCUPANCY TYPE

Select 1, 2, 3, 4 Units

Select Owner-Occupied

LIEN STATUS

CLOSED END

Select First Lien

Select Closed-end

Using multiple years of HMDA LAR (loan-level) transaction data, lenders can perform analysis not only on their own marketing efforts to attract applications by target geographies
or borrower segments, but also to understand the application patterns of the market and their peers at local and at national level. Because the available data is comprehensive,
lenders can make their choices how to analyze and how to filter these big data sets.
© Copyright 2022, Polygon Research, Inc. 17

Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA: Are we reaching to all
census tracts equally – Minority Areas?
In our analysis, we chose to focus on the owner-occupied, 1-4, first-lien, closed-end mortgage segment. We
chose an actual bank but for the purpose of the example, we withheld the name of the bank lender and call it
“Bank A”.
This type of analysis gives an opportunity for Bank
Lender A to examine where the applications are
coming from.
In this case, the applications (designated as the blue
bubbles on the map) are coming from non-minority
tracts, and it seems that a small handful of them are
coming from minority tracts.
This is something to note when constructing a SPCP –
the lack of mortgage applications from minority tracts
in this MSA. Can this issue be solved with better
marketing outreach? By placing team members on the
ground? By providing more engaging financial
education?
Turn to the next page to see the details.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA: Are we reaching to all
census tracts equally – Minority Areas?
The table compares the demographic mix of the tracts where applicants submitted applications to Bank A and the tract mix in this MSA.
Most of the applications, 1,290, of Bank A are coming from non-minority tracts. That is 85.71% of all applications taken by Bank A. For context, the nonminority tracts in this MSA represent 64.11%. The delta is positive 21.61 points indicating that most of the applications are coming from non-minority
areas.
In contrast, there are 217 majority minority tracts (tracts with 50% or higher minority population mix), representing about 34% of overall tracts, but Bank
A took only 213 applications from these minority areas, or about 14% of its applications.
The biggest delta (gap) is for 90% or more minority tracts.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA: Are we reaching to all
census tracts equally – LMI?
In our analysis, we chose to focus on the owner-occupied, 1-4, first-lien, closed-end mortgage segment. We
continue with the same Bank A, but now we are analyzing Bank A’s application mix from LMI tracts.
This type of mapping applications by census tract
(and LMI status of the tract) gives an opportunity
for Bank Lender A to examine where the
applications are coming from. This question can be
answered not only for Minority areas but also for
LMI areas with HMDAVision, as shown on this
page.
In this case, we see that most of the applications
(designated as the blue bubbles on the map with
bubble size corresponding to number of
applications) are coming from non-LMI tracts, and it
seems that only a small number of them are coming
from LMI tracts.
This is something to note when constructing a SPCP
– the lack of mortgage applications from minority
tracts in this MSA. Can this issue be solved with
better marketing outreach? By placing team
members on the ground? By providing more
engaging financial education?

.
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Turn to the next page to see the details.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA: Are we reaching to all
census tracts equally – LMI?

The table compares the LMI
mix of the tracts where
applicants submitted
applications to Bank A and
the tract mix in this MSA.
This type of analysis is
important piece of the
overall SPCP Determining
Need Analysis because it
shows gaps in serving LMI
areas.

•

Most of Bank A’s applications, 744, followed are taken in Upper census tracts, followed by 503 applications taken in
Middle census tracts. This is 49.44% and 32.42% respectively of all applications taken by Bank A. For context, Upper
income tracts in this MSA represent 25.86% and the middle tracts represent 32.45%.

•

In contrast, there are 247 LMI tracts (Extremely Low, Very Low, and Moderately Low), together representing about 39%
of overall tracts, but Bank A took only 253 applications from LMI areas, or 16.81% of its applications in this MSA.

•

The biggest delta (gap) is for Very Low Income tracts – 12.71. There are 103 Very Low Income Tracts but only 54
applications taken.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA: Are we reaching to all
demographic groups equally?

In our analysis, we chose to focus on the owner-occupied, 1-4, first-lien, closed-end mortgage segment.

•
•

•

.
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The Non-Hispanic Black community had the biggest gap
(negative delta).
There are over 400k people in this community but the mortgage
applications are just under 9k. Not only is the gap the most
glaring but also the corresponding ratio that indicates that the
coverage of mortgage applications to people is well below the
market average at 2.25%.
While there is no single mono-causal explanation, one thing is
evident – the market players in this MSA could try harder to
reach out to this community through a number of offers,
education, etc. all of which could be a part of a SPCP.

This table provides an important insight for
answering the question, is there a need to offer
a SPCP?
It summarizes at-a-glance the size of each of the
demographic groups in this MSA(Number of
People) together with analytics about how each
segment is served:
1. Number of Lenders that serve that
community.
2. Number of Applications taken in each
community.
3. Application Mix (each group application mix)
4. People Mix (share of each community in the
number of people in this MSA)
5. Delta is the simple difference between
Applications and People. A negative delta is
a signal for a gap.
6. Ratio of Applications to People is number of
applications per number of people. The color
of the ratio indicates whether it is above
(green) or below (red) the market average
ratio.
The table above is done for the entire market, but using the filter
for Lender, it can be scoped down immediately to analysis for an
individual lender.

22

Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA: Are we reaching to all
demographic groups equally?

We contrast the MSA market-level analysis on the previous page to Bank A’s specific lending outcomes.
We used the Lender filter to scope down the analysis to only Bank A’s lending activity.
•

•

.
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Bank A, similarly to the rest of the
market, is taking less applications from
Non-Hispanic Black applicants as
percent mix in its overall applications.
Although Bank A is also taking less
applications from Non-Hispanic White
applicants compared to the people mix
in this MSA, its ratio of applications per
number of people is above MSA average
for the Non-Hispanic White applicants
and it is lower than the MSA average
for Non-Hispanic Black applicants.

23

Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Mortgage Applications
Trend by Black Or African American Applicants
In our analysis, we chose to focus on the owner-occupied, 1-4, first-lien, closed-end mortgage segment.
The charts below analyze mortgage applications by Black applicants in this
MSA over 4 years. Here are a few KPIs to note:
1. The Total Number of Applications in 2021: 9,247
2. The percent change over the available period: 82.9%
3. The number of lenders serving this segment: 246
4. Year-over-year percent change: in 2021 the YoY was 34.4%
This type of analysis provides an
important insight for answering the
question, is there a need to offer a SPCP?
In order to answer this question, it is
important to compare these 3 KPIs to:
1. The Lender’s own KPIs
2. Other demographic segments or
market averages to evaluate the
relative strength of these KPIs
against other benchmarks.

.
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Turn to the next page to see the comparative analysis.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Mortgage Applications Trend Comparison
In our analysis, we chose to focus on the owner-occupied, 1-4, first-lien, closed-end mortgage segment. The overall application growth rate for
applications received from Black Applicants is lower than the average market rate. The year-over-year growth comparison shows consistent increase.

MSA MARKET – ALL LENDERS
BLACK APPLICANTS

ALL APPLICANTS

.
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MSA MARKET – BANK LENDERS
BLACK APPLICANTS

ALL APPLICANTS
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Mortgage Applications Trend Comparison
And here is the comparison to the individual lender we chose earlier, “Bank A”
BLACK APPLICANTS – BANK A

ALL APPLICANTS – BANK A

Comparing Bank A’s mortgage applications by
Black applicants over a period of time (e.g. 4
years) to applications by all applicants with Bank
A:
1.The Total Number of Applications in 2021 was
128 for Black and 1,505 for all applicants.
2.While Bank A’s overall mortgage applications
taken by all applicants increased by 5.3%, they
decreased by 22% for Black or African American
applicants (see the KPIs in each bart chart to the
left).
3.The year-over-year percent decrease was
smaller than Bank A’s overall YoY change for all
applicants, but this negative YoY change is part of
a trend (see the YoY bar charts below, to the left).
4.When Bank A’s performance is viewed in
comparison to its Bank peers in this MSA market,
we see that Bank A exhibits a divergent trend in
the Black customer segment.
This shows how attractive were Bank A’s
products, and/or how well these products were
marketed to Black applicants, and the analysis is
part of SPCP Determining Need.

.
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3: Loan
Production
Analysis
Loan Production Analysis - Fallout

Closing rate – Lender Behavior

.
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Source:
HMDAVision
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Why do we look for data insights from
analyzing loan production cycle?
In HMDAVision, lenders analyze their loan production cycle (application-fallout-closing-funding) by loan
type, borrower demographic segment, loan features, etc. in order to understand whether there are any
adjustments needed in credit policy, or operations procedures, marketing practices like buying sales
leads, that might improve the loan production efficiency.

Loan Production Analysis

Closing rate

Fallout

Lender Behavior

•

A data analysis of the entire loan

•

This is an ideal analysis for SPCP

production lifecycle – from

especially if the analysis shows large

applications to funding allows for

disparities among the closing rates of

identifying areas for improvement

applications submitted by different

– for example, a high fallout rate

applicant demographic segments

might indicate ineffective lead

and/or geographies.

acquisition strategy.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Loan Production Analysis
ALL APPLICANTS – MARKET
First, let’s analyze the entire loan
production cycle in this Market
1.Fallout represents applications that
the applicant submitted but these were
either withdrawn or the lender closed
the applications for incompleteness.
2.In this market the fallout represents
19.43%, and the denials are 10.57% of
all applications.
3.A very small percent, 2.33%, of
approved applications are not accepted
by the applicants. This could be due to
unfavorable terms or perhaps the
borrower was shopping around.
4.The closing rate (funding rate) is
67.49%.
Second, perform similar analysis for a
demographic group. See next page for
Black or African American applicant
analysis.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Loan Production Analysis
BLACK APPLICANTS – MARKET
In HMDAVision, we use the Race of
Applicant filter to re-run this
analysis with focus on applications
taken from Black or African
American applicants:
1. The fallout rate at 21.19% is
higher than the fallout rate for
the market (as shown on the
previous page).
2. The denial rate of 19.01% is also
higher than the denial rate for
the market.
3. The closing rate is 56.26% about
11 percentage points lower than
the market rate.
This analysis could demonstrate
SPCP need because Black or African
American applicants’ applications
close at a lower rate.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Loan Production Analysis
BLACK APPLICANTS – BANK A
Finally, an analysis should be performed to
compare the Lender’s closing rate of
applications taken from Black or African
American applicants.
The closing rate is 50.78% six percentage
points lower than the market closing rate for
applications of Black or African American
applicants and 17 percentage points lower
than the overall closing rate for all applicants.
One conclusion from this analysis is that Bank
A closes Black or African American applicants’
application close at a lower rate than the
market and that could be an important piece of
the SPCP Determining Need analysis.
One factor of closing rate outcome is the
fallout rate. Examining the fallout rate would
help with SPCP Determining Need analysis and
also would give Bank A design ideas for SPCP
program. For example, including better
outreach and education programs about the
mortgage process.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Closing Rate by Race and
Year

In our analysis, we chose to focus on the owner-occupied, 1-4, first-lien, closed-end mortgage segment.

The closing rate (originations rate)
was highest for White Applicants.
Black or African American Applicants
had lower closing rates than White,
Asian, and Other/2 or More races, but
higher than American Indian and
Pacific Islander Applicants.
This type of analysis provides an
important insight for answering the
question, is there a need to offer a SPCP?
An area for further analysis is examining
our lender, Bank A’s closing rate (see next
page).

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Bank A’s Closing Rate by
Race and Year

In our analysis, we chose to focus on the owner-occupied, 1-4, first-lien, closed-end mortgage segment.

Bank A shows a much more
conservative approach in its
underwriting as its closing rates are
lower than the market for all race
categories.
If Bank A wants to design SPCP for
Black or African American Applicants,
this comparative analysis allows Bank
A to evaluate the risk tolerance of its
underwriting guidelines and their
corresponding outcome by race, for
example.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Closing Rate by Race and
Loan Type

In our analysis, we chose to focus on the owner-occupied, 1-4, first-lien, closed-end mortgage segment.

This type of analysis provides an
important insight for answering the
question, is there a need to offer a SPCP?
The issue at hand here is that while
conventional loans carry the highest
closing rates for White, Asian, and Other/2
or More Races Applicants, for Black or
African American Borrowers and for
American Indian, this is not the case. The
conventional loan type is the blue bar in the
bar chart to the left.
An SPCP design might include conventional
loans with special pricing features to
improve the closing rates for these
demographic groups.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Bank A’s Closing Rate by
Race and Loan Type

In our analysis, we chose to focus on the owner-occupied, 1-4, first-lien, closed-end mortgage segment.

Bank A main offering is Conventional
mortgage loans.
70.8% of Conventional mortgage
applications of White Applicants were
funded in 2021.
Only 49.5% of Conventional mortgage
applications of Black Applicants were
funded in 2021, which is lower than the
market closing rate for conventional
mortgage applications (54%, as shown
on the previous page).
The loan product with the highest
closing rate for applications by Black
Applicants is FHA.
Bank A could use this analysis to design
its SPCP in order to better meet the
needs of Black or African American
borrowers.

.
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4:
Underwriting
Patterns
Denial Rates.

Denial Reasons.

.
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Source:
HMDAVision
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Why do we look for data insights from
analyzing denial rates?
In HMDAVision, lenders control how to analyze denial rates. An analysis of the denied applications and
denial rate is part of the SPCP determining need analysis because such analysis sheds a light on any large
deltas between protected class and non-protected class, among various borrower segments and deltas
with market averages. There are 3 metrics available in HMDAVision to analyze denials:
Denials

Denials

Denials

Denial Rate
• A data analysis of questions

Odds of Denial

Odds Ratio

•

•

•

A data analysis that

A data analysis that gives an

like: what percentage of the

includes odds of denial

insight into the question of the

applications are denied by:

provides an insight of the

likelihood of denial for

•

Race, Ethnicity, etc.

likelihood to be denied

protected class of applicants

•

Loan type

compared to the likelihood

compared to non-protected

•

Geography

to be approved.

class of applicants.
•

An insight into how tight the

Analysis of the odds ratio

credit policy is, and if there are

allows lenders to identify

any large deltas in the

blind spots and react

outcomes for various

accordingly to remediate

dimensions.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Denial Rate Analysis
ALL APPLICANTS – MARKET
First, let’s analyze the dynamics of denials at the
market level.
1. The denial rate is 13.15% for the market (i.e. 13%
of net applications that go through underwriting
get denied). And for Black or African American
applications it is 24.25%.
2. The odds of denial is 15.15%, which measures
the chance that an applicant would be denied
rather than approved. The odds of denial for
Black or African Applications is 32.01%.
3. And as the table below the map indicates, the
odds ratio, indicates that in this market, Black or
African American Applicants are 2.6x more likely
to be denied a loan than White Applicants.
Second, perform similar analysis for the Lender,
Bank A. See next page this analysis.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Denial Rate Analysis
ALL APPLICANTS – BANK A

Bank A’s overall denial rate shows a more
conservative approach to underwriting.
1. The Denial rate is 15.62% and the odds of
denial for all applications is 18.51%.
2. In HMDAVision, we select Race, Black or
African American, to recalculate the above
rates. The denial rate of applications
submitted by Black or African American is
30.61%, almost double the market-wide
denial rate. And the odds of denial is 44.12%.
3. The odds ratio in the table below the map,
we see that the likelihood that a Black or
African American’s application would be
denied at Bank A is 3.18x greater than the
likelihood that a White Applicant’s
application would be denied.
This analysis is important because it generates
insights that can tie in the SPCP design of credit
policy and applicant treatment. Even if Bank A
rules out SPCP, this type of analysis and data
insights could be used to address existing gaps
and improve the access to finance of Black or
African American applicants.

.
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Why do we look for data insights from
analyzing denial reasons?
An analysis of denial reasons provides ability to partially answer the question what are the barriers to
mortgage finance for certain demographic applicant segments. Insights from this analysis can help
articulate the need to design SPCP. For example, on a national level about 1 in 5 applications submitted by
LMI borrowers is denied for credit history*. What can the lender do in this situation to help LMI applicants
overcome this barrier?

LMI Denials - 2021

Denials
Denial Reasons
•

DTI

•

Credit History

•

Credit application incomplete

•

Collateral

•

Unverifiable information

•

Employment history

•

Insufficient cash

•

Other

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Underwriting Analysis
ALL APPLICANTS – MARKET
In HMDAVision, we select Denial Reason 1
(i.e. the first reason used for denying an
application). A further analysis is available
for all reasons given, but we will stick with
this level of analysis for this example.
1. Most frequently, applications from all
applicants, regardless of applicant
demographics, are denied for issues with
their Credit history – 26.6%
2. Next is DTI with 25.1%
3. Credit application incomplete is 16.4% of
all applications
4. Issues with the collateral is the fourth
most frequent reason. It is used to deny
14.6% of market-wide applications.
Second, perform similar analysis for a
demographic group. See next page for Black
or African American applicant analysis.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Underwriting Analysis
BLACK APPLICANTS – MARKET
In HMDAVision, we select Denial Reason 1 (i.e. the
first reason for denying an application). A further
analysis is available for all reasons given, but we
will stick with this level of analysis for this example.
1.Most frequently, Black or African American
applications are denied for issues with their Credit
history – 33.4%
2.As a denial reason, Credit history, is a bigger factor
for Black or African American applications than it is for
the market – 26.6% as shown on the previous page.
3.DTI is the second most frequent reason for denying
Black or African American applications in this market,
followed by Collateral and Credit application
incomplete.
4.Insufficient cash represents about 2.2% of all
reasons used to deny Black or African American
applications in this market.
Second, perform similar analysis for Bank A - See
next page for an example.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Underwriting Analysis
BLACK APPLICANTS – BANK A
In HMDAVision, we use the Lender Name filter to filter for our
Bank A and analyze their Denial Reason 1 (i.e. the first reason for
denying an application).
1.Most frequently, Bank A denies Black or African American
Applicants because their credit application was incomplete – 33.3%.
(Note: Bank A uses this denial reason, Credit application
incomplete, for its denials for all races).
2.Other and Credit history are the next large categories of denial
reasons of applications submitted by Black or African American
Applicants.
3.The denial reason, Insufficient cash, is 6.7% of all denial reasons,
higher than the market’s, which is 2.2% for Black or African
American applications.
Bank A could use these data insights in the design of SPCP
applicant treatment and loan features – for example, a better
support of Black or African American Borrowers during the
application process to reduce the frequency of incomplete cred
applications. In addition, Bank A could work with non-profits or
other organizations on providing DPA to Black or African
American applicants to reduce the frequency of “Insufficient
cash” as a denial reason.

.
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5: Loan
Features
and Pricing
Loan Features

Loan Pricing:
By Channel

.
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Source:
HMDAVision

By Product
By LMI Status
By Race
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Why do we look for data insights from
analyzing loan features and pricing?
First, because an analysis of existing pricing and features gives an insight whether the features and the
pricing of loans might be deterring some borrowers from being approved for mortgage. Second, because
knowing this analysis, would allow lenders to justify and design the special features of a SPCP with laser
precision. Finally, it provides for a benchmark to track and measure the SPCP implementation and success.
In HMDAVision, this analysis is made easy in several sheets (dashboards) – Pricing Table, Pricing Analysis,
Pricing Pivot. Filter sheet
Loan Features

Loan Pricing

Available dimensions

Available metrics

•

Loan Amount

•

CLTV

•

Loan type

•

DTI

•

Loan purpose

•

Interest Rate

•

Amortization – Fixed or Adjustable

•

Rate spread

•

Loan term

•

Origination charges

•

Interest Only

•

Discount points

•

Balloon

•

Net Charges and Credits

•

Negative Amortization

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Lender Type Pricing and Channel
ALL APPLICANTS – MARKET

In HMDAVision, lenders can
analyze their pricing strategy in
context with market and
measure it by multiple
dimensions such as Race, for
example.
This is useful when designing
SPCP because lenders could
measure the outcomes of their
decisions as compared to market
and within different segments.
The resulting insights could be
used to design SPCP credit
policies and to track impact.
In the scatter plot to the left, we
see at-a-glance how different
types of lenders in this market
price their loans along two axis –
Rate Spread and Net Charges and
Credits. The latter is a metric
created in HMDAVision to take
into consideration

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Lender Type Pricing and Channel
BLACK APPLICANTS – MARKET

In HMDAVision, lenders can
repeat the analysis from the
previous page instantly by
choosing a filter. In this case,
we filtered the analysis for
Race, Black or African
American.
This is useful when designing
SPCP because lenders could
measure the outcomes of their
decisions as compared to
market and within the Black or
African American borrower
segment. The resulting insights
could be used to design SPCP
credit policies and to track
impact.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Bank A Pricing By Race
RATE SPREAD AND NET CHARGES AND CREDITS– BANK A

Analyzing Bank A’s pricing by
Race:
Bank A charges low net charges
and credits to its Black or African
American borrowers, but at the
same time, it also originates the
most expensive loans in the long
run, in terms of rate spread.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Bank A Pricing By Race
INTEREST RATE AND DISCOUNT POINTS – BANK A
Next, we can measure the
interest rate and discount points
of Bank A’s loans by Race:
Black or African American
borrowers pay relatively low
discount points in this MSA but
they also receive the highest
interest rate among Bank A’s
customers grouped by Race.
This is a great data insight that
can be used toward SPCP
Determining Need analysis.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Loan Pricing Analysis
ALL BORROWERS – BANK A

The HMDAVision table above gives us an insight into Bank A’s pricing of loans by Race of Applicant.
1. Black or African American borrowers received the lowest loan amounts, but had the highest average lender credits, closing
costs, and rate spread.
2. At a market level, Black or African American borrowers receive similar type of pricing except for Lender Credits. On a market
level, Black or African American have loans with the second highest level of lender credits (following Asian borrowers).
3. Overall, Bank A was able to keep the overall pricing level (net charges and credits) for the origination of a loan at a very low
level, below the market level for Black or African American Borrowers.
For context and comparison - see next page with market pricing table.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Loan Pricing Analysis
ALL BORROWERS – MARKET

By removing the Lender Filter, we can recalculate the table in HMDAVision instantly for the entire market by Race of Applicant.
1.In the MSA market, Black or African American borrowers received the lowest loan amounts at the highest interest rates.
2.At a market level, Black or African American borrowers have loans with the highest closing costs.
This type of analysis is important part of SPCP Determining Need analysis because it provides the context in which lenders can evaluate their
own pricing outcomes. This analysis can point to need to develop SPCP or even just to adjust existing affordable products, to train MLOs how
to lend these loan products, and any other adjustments that the analysis might prompt lenders to do.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Loan Pricing Analysis
BLACK BORROWERS – MARKET

The table above provides the market pricing of loans to Black or African American Borrowers by LMI status.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Loan Pricing Analysis
BLACK BORROWERS – BANK A

In HMDAVision, we can use the Race filter to select Black or African American, and the drop-down menu above the table to select “Applicant Income
Group”, in order to instantly recalculate the table for Bank A’s pricing of loans to Black or African Borrowers by their LM Status. In this way, Bank A can
get even deeper and more nuanced level of insight. Other choices in the drop down menu include Age, Ethnicity, Minority detail (intersection of the two
minority fields, Race and Ethnicity), Neighborhood Income, among 14 options/dimensions.
1.Low income Black or African American borrowers received the highest average lender credits, discount points, closing costs, interest rate, and rate spread.
Is there an initiative by working with community and non-profit organization, and the agencies, to reduce those costs?
For context and comparison - see next two pages with market pricing table, with Bank A’s pricing of Conventional loans, and with market pricing of
Conventional loans by Race of Borrower.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Conventional Loan Pricing Analysis
ALL BORROWERS – BANK A

The table above provides Bank A’s pricing of Conventional loans in this market by Race of Borrower.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Conventional Loan Pricing Analysis
ALL BORROWERS – MARKET

The table above provides the market average pricing of Conventional loans in this market by Race of Borrower.

.
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Mortgage Affordability – Median Applicant Income and Median
Origination Size
ALL BORROWERS – MARKET

The scatter plot provides
instant insight into the
relationship between
applicant income and loan
size in this market by Race
of Borrower.
Black applicants had the
smallest incomes and
received the smallest loans.
This insight should go into
SPCP determining need to
highlight borrower needs.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Median Property Value
ALL BORROWERS – MARKET

The bar chart provides an
insight into the trends of the
collateral (property) value in
this market by Race of
Borrower.
Over the last 4 years, Black
borrowers had loans with the
lowest property values in this
market. For example, in 2018,
the median property value was
$115k, and it grew to $155k in
2021 but still was the lowest
property value of collateral in
this market.

.
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6: Investors
and Market
Liquidity
Exploring Borrower Needs

Understanding Investor Appetite

.
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Source:
HMDAVision
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – ANALYZING MARKET LIQUIDITY
When a lender’s business model is based on originating mortgages which will be sold to secondary market investors, a
lender has to develop and incorporate a strategy of how to sell its SPCP loans to secondary market investors.
So, an important part of both the SPCP determining need and the SPCP design is achieving a balance between
identifying borrower needs with secondary market investor appetite.
A data analysis of how the market has been enabling liquidity for loans originated to the target borrower demographic
group, e.g. Black or African American Borrowers, serves an important purpose to:
1) Understand the investor appetite for loans by demographic and within the target loan product. Who has been
buying loans and what kind of loans, with what features and pricing? For example – an analysis of investor appetite
for loans with certain DTI, CLTV, Interest Rate, Loan term. Once lenders have clear understanding of investor
appetite, they can work to develop or deepen their relationships with the Investors’ Account Executives to ensure
buy-in the SPCP loans they are planning to originate.
2) SPCP determining need analysis would show what a lender keeps on their books at year end and what they sell to
the secondary market.
SPCP determining need analysis would demonstrate this delicate balance between borrower needs and investor
appetite.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Sold or Retained Loan with Median
Applicant Income by Race
ALL BORROWERS – MARKET
This analysis demonstrates
SPCP need by pointing out
the difference between
borrower income by race and
whether the loan was sold or
not at the end of the calendar
year.
For example, loans to Black or
African American borrowers
had the same median income
$57,000 whether they were
sold or retained. But that
median income is the lowest
among loans sold to
secondary market investors.
It demonstrates the need to
negotiate liquidity for loans
with lower borrower income
in a potential SPCP.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Median Applicant Income of Loans Sold
to the Secondary Market
ALL BORROWERS – MARKET

This Pareto chart shows that
the sweet spot (36.6%) for
investor appetite is loans with
borrowers with income of
$50k to $100k.
56% of all loans had applicant
income of under $100k, and
73% were under $150k.
This is an important insight
that most often the qualifying
income acceptable for
investor purchased loans for
all borrowers in this market is
under$150k. This type of
analysis could be used to
evaluate the SPCP need for a
specific demographic group.
See next page for an analysis
of Black or African American
borrower income.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Median Applicant Income
BLACK BORROWERS – MARKET
76% of loans purchased by investors were to Black or
African American borrowers who had $100k or less
in annual income, and 85% with income of $150k or
less.
Moreover, when lenders use Purchaser Type in
HMDAVision, they control this analysis by Purchaser
Type. For example, lenders can select either Fannie
Mae or Freddie Mac, or both, to see what the
concentration of annual income was acceptable for
these agencies. For example, 78% of the loans that
Fannie Mae bought in 2021 to Black borrowers were
loans with applicant income of $100k or less, and 92%
of Fannie Mae-bought loans had applicant income of
under $150k or less. Using the multiple years
available, lenders also determine that this is a fairly
stable relationship regardless of the annual state of
the housing market.
Comparing the distribution of Black or African
American borrower income to the market gives an
insight into the need for SPCP that allows for lower
income for agency and other loans.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – CLTV
ALL BORROWERS – MARKET
This Pareto chart shows that the
sweet spot (23.9% of loans) for
investor appetite are loans with
CLTV of 70-80%.
Loans with CLTV of 90-100% CLTV
are the second most commonly
bought loans in this market
(21.9% of loans).
This is an important data analysis
to use as a context when
evaluating the SPCP need for
specific demographic group. For
example, the distribution of the
CLTV of loans to Black or African
American Borrowers.
See next page for an example.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – CLTV
BLACK BORROWERS – MARKET
In HMDAVision we can add
the Race filter to recalculate this Pareto chart.
It points that the sweet spot
for CLTV on loans to Black
borrowers is 90-100%, 51.1%
of these loans.
35% of these loans had CLTV
of less than 90%.
The distribution of CLTVs on
loans to Black or African
American borrowers skews
to CLTVs of 90% or more.
This is an important insight
that allows lenders to offer
affordable lending products
or even determine need and
design SPCP for this market.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – Understanding the Local Borrower
ALL BORROWERS – MARKET

The chart above provides analysis of Median Applicant Income sliced by Race of Borrower and DTI.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – DTI
ALL BORROWERS – MARKET

This Pareto chart shows that
64% of the loans sold to the
secondary market in this
MSA are with DTIs of 43% or
lower, which is similar to the
national level with 61% of all
loans originated with 43% or
lower DTI.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – DTI
BLACK BORROWERS – MARKET
Investors bought only 30% of
loans to Black or African American
borrowers with DTI of 35% or less.
The sweet spot (25.6%) were loans
with DTI in the 36-43% DTI Range.
A comparison to the overall market
gives lenders an insight that loans
to Black or African American
borrowers in this market have
higher DTIs.
This is an important insight in the
SPCP determining need analysis,
as it relates directly to creating the
delicate balance between borrower
needs and investor appetite.
See next page for analysis of GSE
purchases of Black or African
American loans in this market.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – DTI
BLACK BORROWERS – GSE’S LOAN PURCHASES IN MSA MARKET

While all investors bought 30% of
loans to Black or African American
borrowers with DTI of 35% or less,
the GSEs bought more – 47% of
Black borrower loans had DTI of
35% or less.
The sweet spot (29%) were loans
with DTI in the 36-43% DTI Range.
17.2% were loans bought by the
GSEs with DTI of 44%-49%, and just
half a percent were loans with higher
DTIs.
This is an important insight in the
SPCP determining need analysis, as
it helps drive important
conversations with agency investors
like the GSEs about SPCP design for
liquidity.

.
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – MARKET LIQUIDITY
ALL BORROWERS – MARKET
INTEREST
RATE

LOAN
TERM

CLTV

DTI
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Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA – MARKET LIQUIDITY
BLACK BORROWERS – MARKET

LOAN
TERM

DTI

.
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SUMMARY
Performing SPCP Determining Need analysis is the very first step in SPCP implementation.
Much of the design of SPCP would be tied into the data insights obtained during this initial step.

The SPCP Determining Need analysis has to be thoughtful and rigorous. This can be achieved by working with the
available HMDA data in its entirety, without limitation, so that decision makers can explore every aspect of the
local lending dynamics, confronting cognitive biases and avoiding data fallacies. In addition, fluency with the U.S.
census data (e.g. American Community Survey) to describe the changing demographics and homeownership
trends is essential in putting the mortgage lending data into context when performing SPCP Determining Need
analysis.
In Polygon Research’s suite of apps there are multiple Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and analytics to measure
and evaluate a variety of marketing, underwriting, lending, product, and liquidity patterns, that describe and
diagnose:
• Borrower Needs/Choice
• Lender Behavior/Choice
• Investor Appetite
We encourage lenders, regulators, non-profits, and consumer advocates to use the available powerful analytics in
order to spend less time finding, cleaning, and organizing data, and more time thinking, identifying the patterns,
and finding sustainable solutions.
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TAKE ACTION
Establish SPCP Implementation Framework

SPCP PLANNING

ASSEMBLE MULTIDISCIPLINARY TEAM

o Concept

AND ASK
QUESTIONS

DISCOVERY

o Written Plan

o Product Definition

o Determining Need

o SPCP Development

o Market Insight / Strategy

DATA EXPLORATION:
o HMDA LAR

o Launch

o Documenting Analysis

o CENSUS

o INTERNAL

SPCP INTRODUCTION

o Training

POST-LAUNCH MANAGEMENT

ANALYZE DATA AND

o KPI Framework to measure

INTERPRET

and document outcomes

RESULTS

o Growth-Maturity

.
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o End date
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Jump in and start analyzing the open data you have
access to. As the lender who understands the what, how,
and why of your lending patterns, you are ideally
positioned to pull out the insights from the data. We
have modeled the most relevant open data into a series
of interactive dashboards to assist your intuition and to
speed up your analysis.
I F YO U ' D L I K E H E L P W I T H YO U R S P C P
D E T E R M I N I N G N E E D S A N A LY S I S :
Polygon Research will perform custom analysis
and will partner with your experts on every step
of SPCP analysis and help you synthesize,
document, and communicate the results.
© Copyright 2022, Polygon Research, Inc.

SPCP Analysis
THE BIG PICTURE

Performing SPCP analysis is not a guarantee that you
A F F O R DA B L E L E N D I N G

will determine need for SPCP in your market. But

A L T E R N AT I V E S

there is value in the process as you will be able to

Fannie Mae HomeReady
Freddie Mac HomePossible
FHA Single-family Purchase Loan

evaluate and rethink how you are serving the credit
needs of your communities and whether you are

FHA 203k Rehabilitation Loan

offering the full breadth of affordable lending

VA Home Purchase Loan Program

products to facilitate homeownership growth.

USDA Single-family
Other

.
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CA S E ST U DY: S P C P D ET E R M I N I N G N E E D

F O R M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N :
W W W . P O LY G O N R E S E A R C H . C O M / S P C P
OR
E M A I L LY U B O M I R A B U R E S C H , C M B :
L B U R E S C H @ P O LY G O N R E S E A R C H . C O M

SPCP Determining Need Analysis
.
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